
A→+11→–3→B
8→+5→–13→+2→B

C→+9→–3→A
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Addition Functions Review
By writing functions to express the relationships in a problem, I give myself a
mathematical tool to use when it is time to solve the problem. The trick is to organize
the functions and numbers I have in a format that will make it easy to figure out how to use them. The best
tool for this is the number line, since it can both contain the numbers, as points on it, and show functions, as
arrows indicating the effect that function has. We suggested this process for solving word problems:

. 1 Simplify each of the functions shown to the right, and then on the number
line below, draw in those functions and the various numbers that they
connect. The functions' arrows should go in the direction they do in the
unsimplified functions I gave you.

. 2 For each of these situations, tell me whether it is an example of reversibility, the associative property, or
the transitive property. Then, briefly explain why it is an example of that property.

a) I see that there are three people in your lab group, so instead of giving a homework to everyone I just
drop three papers on your table.

b) I'm really not sure this couch is the right color for my living room, so I'm glad the store has a money-
back guarantee.

c) I hate writing the first draft of a paper, but I don't mind the whole editing process, so I know that if I
can just get something written, no matter how awful it is, I'm in good shape to finish the paper.

d) We're waiting a lot of time at my company because we're all waiting for Bob to finish his part of the
project so that we can take his results and get started analyzing them.



B→–9→+2→A
B→+4→+8→C

D→+4→–6→+11→B

. 3 Given the relationships shown in the function to the left, find me a function
starting from A to get each of the other numbers. It will make this a lot easier
if you draw out a number line.

. 4 If I win this hand of poker, I will gain $43, but if I lose, I will lose $15. How much money is in the pot
(that is, how much money is being risked on this hand)?

. 5 Three friends all take the bus to school in the morning. Alice's commute takes fifteen minutes longer
than Betty's, but twenty four minutes shorter than Dan's. Carol spends half an hour less on the bus than
Dan does. If Betty and Carol are comparing commute times, what will they conclude?

. 6 In a race, Fred came in 6 seconds after Aaron, but three seconds before Carl. Brett was faster than Carl
by eight seconds, and faster than David by two seconds. Who won? Who lost? What was the difference
in time between the winner and the loser?


